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 Congratulations to Our Championship Tournament Qualfiers  

 

NHC – Red Rock, Las Vegas – Jan. 29-30 
 

The National Handicapping Championship is the most important and lucrative tournament of the year.  
Our members have now won well over $1 million in the last five years from the NHC championship held 
each January in Las Vegas.  This year, the top HTR finisher was Bob Gregory from Durango, CO.  He 
finished a strong second and would have likely passed the winner if there had been a few more races.  As 
it stood, he took home $150,000 -- and is not complaining!  Congratulations to Bob for making it an 
exciting finish.  Below is the list of the HTR Subscribers that cashed at the NHC 2010 from the 22 that 
participated.  There were 300+ total players competing in the two-day Win-Place format contest.   
 
Name                  Fin            Cash 
 

Bob Gregory (CO)       2         $150,000 
Judy Wagner (LA)      21         $2,000 
Paul Parker (GA)      30         $1,000 
 
HTR Top 100 Finishers (no cash, but great try) 
Templin, Nadermann, Castillo, Goodall, Swickard 
 
 
HPWS – Orleans Hotel, Las Vegas – Feb. 18-20 
 

The Horseplayer World Series drew just 599 entries for 2010.  That is the lowest number of entries in the 
history of the contest, but most of this year's entrants had paid the $1000/entry fee as the free qualifiers 
had been sharply reduced.  So in terms of paid entries, it was probably a fair turnout and the event was 
surprisingly active and the hotel was sold-out.  I estimate that we had 20-25 HTR subscribers/spouses 
involved.  No top-10 finishers this year from our group, but quite a few did well enough to cash.  The 
most cash went to Doug Dodson, who scored big on Thursday and collected about $8000 in day-money 
winnings.  He went on to finish 11th at the end and drew another $3000 - congratulations Doug.   
 
Here is an alphabetical list of HTR members, by last name, that cashed  
 

Dodson, Goodall, Hagin, Massa, Mayo, Noring, Parker, Richards, Smith 
J, Smith G, Souder, Swickard, Templin, Turner, Wagner 
 
Note these players finished anywhere from 11th - 77th position.  Cash out ranged from $3000 to $900 
depending on their finish position.  This contest is very 'top heavy' for payouts as the winner gets nearly 
all of the money in the prize-pool leaving disappointing prize money for the other placements.   
 
Note that Judy Wagner and Paul Parker cashed at both tournaments - that's quite an accomplishment! 
 
 
NHC Tour has Strong Kickoff 
 

The 'new look' NHC tour with bi-level participation had a nice turnout for its initial online event that took 
place on Saturday Feb 20.  For $100, it’s a no-brainer to sign up and give it a shot.  For more information 
check our website or go to NTRA.com.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
The Theory of Negativity 

 
 

The Negative Log (NLog) discussed below is found on the [KM] screen in the HTR2 software beginning 
with the March 2010 version.  The original NLog was released in February as HTRK software, which 
was an experiment, but has been discontinued.  Many of the negative factors found in the original 
program have been removed, updated or re-numbered, so be sure that you use the most current HTR2 
version (March 2010). 
 
While preparing for the HPWS tournament, I recognized the importance of quick negative assessment.  
We have many screens in HTR that highlight the challenges and problems that horses face.  The Robot2 
has an entire module for them.  Yet, I grew weary of looking up all of the negatives for a single horse due 
to the necessity of having to click through multiple screens and statistics.  It takes a toll on concentration 
if we have to continually review and compare these items and try to remember all of the issues that each 
horse faces.   
 
My idea was to shorten this analysis and create the NLog, or Negative Log, that listed the entire field with 
index numbers.  The index could be referred to from a master list or memorized in a short time through 
continued usage.  The numbering system would save the space necessary to show all the horses together 
and provide a complete overview.  Look at this example below of how it works. 
 
HorseA    4/1    04   07   12 
HorseB    2/1    00   09 
HorseC    6/1     
HorseD   15/1    01   11   14  19  88 
 

HorseA has multiple challenges to overcome and is a poor risk at 4/1.  HorseB is also iffy as the likely 
favorite and a case could be made to try and beat it.  HorseC shows up with a clean slate.  This is a highly 
positive angle for a live runner at any price, but particularly helpful for a horse with higher odds.  The 
longshot HorseD has multiple challenges to overcome and will need considerable racing luck and a 
lifetime best effort to pull off the victory.  We do not want to risk this horse for the win unless the odds 
are massive.   
 
Regardless of what the actual NLog numbers are indicating above, it didn't take long for anyone viewing 
the entire chart in one glance to come to similar conclusions.  That is the concept here, to assess the whole 
field in a flash.  We can now proceed with follow-up handicapping on each horse and inspect the 
numbered items if time permits.  For example, the "00" (Poor Pedigree) may have limited impact if this 
race is a claiming sprint and the horse has won before under similar conditions.  As is often the case with 
the favorite, the number of negatives will be few, but even one is enough for concern if the odds are low.   
 
Within the next several pages we will review some of the negative items found on the NLog.  The master 
list can found in PDF format at the following link 
 
http://www.homebased2.com/km/pdf/NLogMasterList.pdf  
 
and I'll continue to test and update you on the performance of each item.   
 
Many handicapping systems and methods were devised over the years with a similar concept.  These were 
known as 'elimination' or 'checklist' systems.  The idea was to use a basic set of negative rules, such as 
"eliminate any horse that has not finished 1st or 2nd in the last 90 days", and one-by-one remove horses 
from contention.  These were mildly successful and many horseplayers still use similar approaches today.  
The problem is that the paper and pencil methods take considerable time and users are forced to 
abbreviate the process.  None of this is an issue within HTR as your computer can look up and tag dozens 
of items for the entire field in a tenth of a second.   

http://www.homebased2.com/km/pdf/NLogMasterList.pdf�
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
NLog  –  Benchmark Statistics and (K) Rank 

 

For the rest of this article, we'll review many of the negative factors and test them for validity.  I expect to 
make changes to the NLog in the future depending on how well they impact losers.  To start, a benchmark 
is needed for comparison.  The ideal statistical barometer is the K-ranking 1-9.  The (K) is a perfect 
measuring stick because it correlates well with public betting and contender hierarchy and has very few 
ties except for K=9.  Those of you that have tested extensively with the Robot, are aware of the 
consistency of the (K) in terms of test data.  Here's how the (K) plays out with data from March 2009 - 
Feb 2010 and we'll use these results to grade the impact of the NLog items.  I only used races with purse 
$10,000+ and the default HTR paceline selector PL-5.   
 
(K) Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.    
 1      36330    30%    65%       0.84       2.47 
 2      36334    21%    56%       0.82       1.70 
 3      36319    16%    48%       0.82       1.31 
 4      36268    12%    41%       0.78       0.96 
 5      35586    08%    33%       0.72       0.69 
 6      33846    06%    26%       0.73       0.53 
 7      28585    05%    19%       0.72       0.41 
 8      21830    03%    15%       0.63       0.32 
 9      33169    02%    10%       0.60       0.22 
 
Analysis of (K) Rankings - Up to Date through Feb 2010 
There has been a subtle, but gradual separation in the (K) performance.  The top-4 are winning a bit more 
often and the rest are inching downward statistically.  The ROI is declining for the top ranks.  What can 
be causing this?  For one thing, the old standby 33% win rate for favorites is apparently gone for good 
and the chalk are hitting above 35% and paying less.  Some tracks are already near 40% winning favorites 
as is common with harness racing.  Field size has actually increased slightly, so the culprit is not a 
shortage of horses, but a lack of competitive fields or are bettors becoming too smart. 
 
Nevertheless, the (K) continues on to be solid as a rock in terms of a contender forecaster.  The data 
correlates perfectly from top to bottom.  In other words, we are always aware that K=1 has a significant 
edge over K=2 and so on.  This is the power of the (K): consistency and statistical reliability.  Yet a 
profitable ROI will still have to be squeezed out of it. 
 
Now we will compare the K-rank results above to assess how each of the NLog negative elements 
performs.  We expect to see a whole lot more losers and dramatic declines in the Win%, ITM%, ROI and 
I.V. when the (K) rankings are tested with the NLog items.  Some NLog items will have greater impact 
than others and there may be major differences in how they perform with lower odds horses.   
 
Most handicapping methods, past and present, tend to emphasize elimination factors that are all too 
obvious and apply primarily to higher priced horses.  For example:  "hasn't finished 1-2-3 in last 180 
days".  That one won't eliminate a single favorite and is all too apparent to anyone reading past-
performances.  What we want are negative factors that cut into the statistics for all levels of the (K) and 
have a significant impact on K=1,2,3, as this is where the favorites will come from. 
 
Tournament Plays  -  Robot2 and Export Inclusion 
Multiple negatives on the NLog are a real concern and horses with zero negatives are automatically 
interesting at a price.  In the original version of the NLog (HTRK), which was completed just before I left 
for Vegas to compete in the Horseplayer World Series, there was a "tournament play" designation for 
horses with one or zero negatives and ML 5/1 or more.  The same horses are now designated with a (++) 
marker on the new screen.  Look for (++) = Possible Tournament or live longshot pick, but these are only 
listed for horses with ZERO negatives now. 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
NLog  –  "00" Pedigree Problems 

 

NLog "00" 
Originally I had wanted to use the "00" to mark horses that had not won or placed in awhile, but that 
doesn't help us much because most of those are impossible longshots that are easily dismissed by the 
public anyway.  Also, the next NLog item = "01" for Chronic Loser, covers many of the same types of 
horses (see page-6).  So I switched the "00" to a pedigree flag. 
 
"00" = Pedigree concern or pedigree weak for the conditions 
 
The "00" uses the same standards as "Bad Pedigree" from Robot2 as well as other cases when the 
pedigree rating is way below normal for expected success.  Look at the "00" in context with the other 
horses though.  It won't have much meaning if all the other runners have modest pedigrees.  The "00" is 
an especially potent eliminator when some of the other entrants have decent PED ratings above 450. 
 
Here is how it plays out with the (K) rating =   
 
"00" and K-Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      01553    26%    61%       0.81       2.22      
 2      01794    17%    50%       0.74       1.45 
 3      02040    14%    45%       0.85       1.19 
 4      02324    10%    38%       0.77       0.90 
 5      02608    06%    28%       0.60       0.51 
 6      02891    05%    21%       0.59       0.41 
 7      02813    03%    15%       0.58       0.30 
 8      02559    03%    12%       0.46       0.23 
 9      04119    01%    07%       0.41       0.14 
   
Analysis 
The "00" pulls in a wide sample and degrades most of the statistics on the K-rank.  But it has the greatest 
effect on the lower rank and longshots.  The numbers begin to plummet at K=5 and there are very few 
winners tagged with "00" between K=5 and 9.  In fact, there are less than 500 winners with "00" from 
15,000 entrants covering K=5 to 9.  That is a very potent eliminator considering most of the ROI from 
K=5 to 9 comes from bomb winners paying $30 and up with the average winner paying about $40.  So 
there are a few horses at long odds that will sneak in with "00", but you'll be avoiding a lot of losers by 
tossing them from the win spot.  The chart also shows that the ITM (finished 1-2-3) numbers are greatly 
diminished as well.  
 
Favorites and those horses ranked K=1 or 2 are not severely harmed by the "00" alone.  The numbers 
decline slightly and there is some evidence that it deters them, but it is not a dramatic negative for them 
statistically.  Consider the "00" on a favorite in context with the other horses, especially if another 
negative item is also listed or if the competition has a considerable edge in the pedigree ratings. 
 
One of the big advantages to the NLog is the ability to see all of the horses listed at once.  If the favorite 
is displaying the "00" flag, look at the rest of the runners to see if they also have challenges with today's 
race conditions, as will often be the case with younger horses trying new distances and surfaces.  But if 
the chalk is the only horse in the race with a "00" pedigree issue, and some of the other entrants have 
quality breeding, then lean toward trying to beat it. 
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 Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
NLog  –  "01" Chronic Losers 

 

"01"  =  Chronic Losers 
 
The "01" uses the same parameter found in Robot2 with the Chronic Loser filter.  These horses are not 
always bombs on the tote as many of them have run decent speed figures or finished 2nd multiple times 
(bridesmaid).  The "01" is most commonly found with maiden claimers who are piling up the losses, but 
also can be applied to a horse that has won once or twice in a longer career but doesn't see the winners 
circle more than once in every 25 attempts.   
 
One issue with "01" is that it can sometimes be tagged onto nearly every horse in the race.  That will 
happen in restricted claimers (beaten claimers) and many cheaper maiden events late in the year.  It might 
benefit you to see that just one or two horses are not tagged with the "01" in some of these races.  Any 
amount of determination or talent on the part of a horse without the "01" flag should be able to beat a soft 
field.  This is why FTS and 2TS can be tempting bets in these races. 
 
Let's look at the stats with the K-rank for horses that have been tagged as a "chronic loser".  One thing to 
keep in mind with this one is that it reflects upon Winners only.  The "01" runners finish 2nd and 3rd all 
the time, but they just don't seem to want to push their head in front at the wire.  I ran two sets of stats 
here: (1) all races; (2) a second test that looks at higher class horses.  The reason for (2) is an attempt to 
bypass the obvious cheap races that are written exclusively for "chronic losers".   
 
"01" and K-Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      01195    29%    67%       0.84       2.63      
 2      01369    18%    58%       0.79       1.61 
 3      01478    13%    47%       0.80       1.16 
 4      01624    10%    39%       0.81       0.91 
 5      01784    07%    31%       0.70       0.59 
 6      01942    04%    22%       0.53       0.35 
 7      01998    03%    16%       0.56       0.27 
 8      01715    03%    12%       0.52       0.21 
 9      03220    01%    08%       0.61       0.15 
 
Analysis 
The chronic losers hardly make a dent in the top-tier (K) rank, yet as with the "00" item, it works great on 
the lower rankings (5-9).  How can so many loser horses be winning?  The answer is that they are 
competing against a bunch of other chronic losers!  Many maiden claiming races and restricted/beaten 
claimers have a majority of "01" horses entered and somebody has to win by default.  Next test I tried to 
filter it further by setting the Robot2 EPR range > 95.  This should eliminate a large number of races 
written for chronic losers.  Let's see what happens when a chronic loser has to face a decent field. 
 
"01" and K-Rank   EPR > 95   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      00197    23%    66%       0.77       2.06      
 2      00235    17%    55%       0.75       1.52 
 3      00290    13%    46%       0.90       1.09 
 4      00353    11%    38%       0.89       0.90 
 5      00415    07%    32%       0.63       0.53 
 6      00504    03%    20%       0.39       0.24 
 7      00573    02%    14%       0.44       0.18 
 8      00498    01%    10%       0.23       0.09 
 9      00975    01%    08%       0.62       0.14 
 
Analysis   
The sample size got knocked down considerably, but the (K) rank results, especially with K=1, took a 
solid hit in most cases.  When "01" chronic losers have to face quality horses, they fail more often.  So the 
rule of thumb would be:  the higher the EPR (or class level), the more likely they will lose. 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
NLog  –  "02"  "03" Poor Course Record 

 

This item was added as a counter balance to the H4C (Horse for Course) column that appears as a positive 
flag on the top section of the [KM] screen.  Here we are looking for horses that seem to have a problem 
handling a specific course.   
 
"02"  =  Horse has not finished 1st or 2nd in 4+ starts at today's track/surface.   
 
"03"  =  Horse has not finished 1st or 2nd in 4+ starts on today's surface (includes Wet tracks). 
              OR   horse has never finished 1-2 at today's specific distance/surface in 4+ attempts. 
 
The idea here is to identify horses that don't like the feel of the course or surface.  Let's test it below and 
see if it has any effect on our K-ranks. 
 
 "02" and K-Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      00554    24%    59%       0.81       2.15      
 2      00770    17%    52%       0.77       1.49 
 3      00958    13%    45%       0.97       1.18 
 4      01024    09%    38%       0.83       0.83 
 5      01292    07%    30%       0.86       0.57 
 6      01497    04%    22%       0.63       0.36 
 7      01482    04%    16%       0.78       0.33 
 8      01375    02%    13%       0.56       0.22 
 9      02566    01%    07%       0.44       0.13 
   
Analysis  "02" 
The "02" takes a good slice out of the winners at most levels of the (K) rank.  I'm especially encouraged 
when the ITM% drops as well, meaning a lot of horses with the "02" just don't fire at all, which is exactly 
what we are looking for with these ratings.  Interesting that the ROI doesn't suffer too much though, and 
in two cases (K=3, 5) shows a significant rise.  This means that lower odds horses rarely receive the "02" 
and the public has no problem identifying and tossing them out.  Indeed, my test results showed that final 
betting favorites are not impacted much by this rating. 
 
"03" and K-Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      00670    26%    59%       0.85       2.25      
 2      00838    17%    54%       0.81       1.45 
 3      01001    12%    45%       0.82       1.03 
 4      01145    09%    38%       0.87       0.82 
 5      01344    06%    30%       0.65       0.53 
 6      01481    05%    23%       0.62       0.39 
 7      01521    04%    16%       0.68       0.35 
 8      01253    02%    14%       0.47       0.21 
 9      02303    01%    07%       0.39       0.12 
 
Analysis  "03" 
There is evidence that "03" has an impact and can knock out a significant number of horses from the win.  
As with other NLog items we have tested so far, the most dramatic losses are at the bottom of the (K) 
ranks.  How are we going to make a significant dent in the lower odds horses and favorites?   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
NLog  –  "04"  "05"  "06"  "07"  "08"  Class, Trainer and Jockey Issues 

 
"04" = Bad Class (proprietary) 
"05" = Bad Jockey (JKY rating <= 150) 
"06" = Bad Trainer (TRN rating <= 150) 
 
The "bad" ones are stalwart negative ratings in Robot2 with lots of adaptation to spot plays and 
eliminations.  There is no change in these computations for the NLog.  I'm not going to test the "Bad 
Trainer" and "Bad Jockey" here because they tend to be assigned to higher odds horses and won't have 
much impact on low odds runners or favorites.  Also, you can easily test them yourself in Robot2 by 
setting the JKY or TRN range from 050-150 and then click Learn All report.   
 
"04"  "Bad Class" is a nice chalk-killer though = 
 
"04" and K-Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      01206    20%    50%       0.84       1.76      
 2      01773    14%    42%       0.75       1.23 
 3      02273    12%    38%       0.87       1.10 
 4      02954    09%    34%       0.81       0.79 
 5      03721    06%    27%       0.65       0.50 
 6      05294    04%    21%       0.61       0.36 
 7      05210    03%    16%       0.65       0.29 
 8      04815    02%    12%       0.49       0.22 
 9      10464    02%    09%       0.59       0.18 
 
Analysis  "04" 
The Bad Class angle is one that works with all levels of contenders.  It knocks down the K=1 and the 
tote-favorites a whopping 10% from their normal win rate.  Interesting that the ROI is not terribly 
diminished.  This tells us that "04" winners are paying big, so if you bet one, be sure the price is fat.  The 
"04" seems like an automatic eliminator for horses under 5/1. 
 
"07"  =  Cold Trainer (various parameters) last 30-days. 
"08"  =  Poor Trainer + Jockey record with > 10 starts in last 365-days. 
 
These two should be less obvious to the public and hopefully help us eliminate some chalk.  I have tried 
various definitions of the "Cold Trainer" and "Cold T+J" in the Robot and 'Light Bulb' (HTR2) and will 
standardize them for all programs now.  Below are test results from the NLog version of "Cold Trainer". 
 
"07" and K-Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      00642    27%    58%       0.84       2.34      
 2      00836    18%    53%       0.78       1.44 
 3      00996    13%    48%       0.69       1.04 
 4      01091    11%    40%       0.85       0.89 
 5      01230    08%    31%       0.83       0.67 
 6      01264    05%    24%       0.76       0.41 
 7      01090    04%    17%       0.63       0.35 
 8      00812    03%    16%       0.90       0.29 
 9      01365    02%    09%       0.64       0.20 
 
Analysis  "07"  'Cold Trainer' 
I'm disappointed with the results of the test.  It has some impact, but not much on horses with low odds.  
In my own daily handicapping I toss out favorites with "cold trainer" all the time with great success.  But 
I also review the Trainer Stat categories looking for a tandem specific weakness such as a bad record with 
layoffs or on today's surface.  The NLog contains several of those Trainer Stat items, so the results might 
be more dramatic with "07" if something else is problematic as well.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
NLog  –  "08"  "09" thru "14" 

Next chart has the results with "08", which is similar to "07" except that the jockey is included and the 
time-frame is entire 365-days ("07" is a 30-day period).  "Cold T + J" can be a little deceptive with low 
sample size, so I have standardized all output by requiring 11 or more starters.   
 
"08" and K-Rank    All Races   Purse $10,000+    March 2009 - Feb 2010 
rK      Plays    Win    ITM       WROI       I.V.      
 1      00568    27%    61%       0.83       2.31      
 2      00759    19%    56%       0.88       1.66 
 3      00938    13%    45%       0.79       1.12 
 4      01113    11%    39%       0.81       0.75 
 5      01268    09%    30%       0.61       0.52 
 6      01362    06%    24%       0.74       0.40 
 7      01293    04%    17%       0.65       0.34 
 8      01170    03%    12%       0.76       0.28 
 9      01937    01%    07%       0.47       0.16 
 
Analysis  "08"  Cold T+J % 
The results are similar to the previous "07" test and make a solid impact overall, but not very detrimental 
to the public favorites or top (K) horses.  There is rarely any overlap between "07" and "08" so one or the 
other will appear frequently on the log.  The results show that for horses with odds 8/1 and up, it is very 
difficult to win when tagged with "07" or "08".  There were over 10,000 such entrants at 8/1 or more and 
97% of them lost and over 80% of them were unable to finish 1-2-3.  That's the key to elimination items, 
locating factors that push horses right out of the picture. 
 
Trainer Stat Negatives  "09" thru "14" 
Cannot test these items for you yet.  But we will review each and test them later.  The NLog includes 
several important trainer statistics from our Trainer Report Card (Trainer Stats text file).  These are more 
obscure to the public than the other trainer negatives we have discussed so far.  The emphasis is on 
tagging low odds contenders with any possible challenges or issues we can dig up.  The search for that 
end has been difficult, but I believe these trainer negatives can help the cause. 
 
 "09" – Trainer has a poor record at the Track 
 

"10" – Trainer has a poor record with today's Class level 
 

"11" – Trainer's record at today's Distance/Surface is weak (ignore if track condition changes) 
 

"12" – Trainer has a poor record with this Layoff, or with FTS, 2TS if applicable  
 

"13" – Trainer has a miserable record with longshots (applies only to horses 8/1 MLO or more) 
 

"14" – Trainer has a poor record with favorites (applies only to horses 5/2 or less MLO) 
 
These trainer items can find their way onto almost any horse, including favorites.  Your understanding of 
trainer weakness and vulnerability is a key element of expanding your handicapping skills.   
 
Other items / PDF Master list for NLog 
We'll test the remaining items in future newsletters or add them to Robot2 during the summer upgrade for 
your evaluation.  The full listing of all the NLog numbered items is found with the PDF file in the HTR 
Library at this location http://www.homebased2.com/km/pdf/NLogMasterList.pdf  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.homebased2.com/km/pdf/NLogMasterList.pdf�
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Spot Play Research 
Individual Jockey Spot Plays  –  An Untapped Gold Mine for Profits 

 

Robot2 has a "Connections" module that allows you test individual jockeys and apply them as filters to 
spot plays.  If you haven't been investigating jockeys, it could be that you feel the profits may not be 
there.  The public seems to be well informed on the merits of every rider and they hammer all the good 
ones to low odds, so how can we make any money with jockeys? 
 
Virtually every jock has strengths and weakness to uncover.  The Learn All and LearnX report is a wealth 
of information to find out this information.  What is encouraging is that the most consistent riders are the 
best sources of profits.  Here are my recommendations for starting spot plays with jockeys. 
 

• Start with the best riders, test those with JKY ratings 300 or more, or win rates above 17% for the 
year.  Consistent jocks rarely suffer through prolonged losing streaks and they will attract all the 
live horses.  When you uncover the positive and negative of each, you'll develop spot plays that 
have excellent confidence going forward. 

 
• Run the LearnX and Learn All reports and circle the items with positive ROI above 1.05 and 

those with ROI below 0.80 if there are at least 10 sample races.  ROI is your only concern in this 
process.  These top jockeys are already winning way above average and getting the live mounts, 
no need to worry about other statistics.   

 
To begin, load Robot2 and select that track (any date) from the drop down box at the top.  Click 
"Connections" and then "Refresh Jockey List".  Choose one of the good riders from the list and add him 
to the filter for testing.  Run Learn ALL or LearnX and print it out. 
 
To save time, use only the tracks on the circuit the jockey normally rides.  If you are unsure, run the "all 
burger" (all tracks) through Learn More and get the jockey full record at all tracks from the bottom of the 
report.  While many top riders do ship out of the circuit to ride major stakes, 95% or more of their mounts 
will be on the home circuit and these are the races we are interested in.   
 
Here is just one example that I pulled out - very simple, here are the specs, and you can quickly duplicate 
my test results in Robot2. 
 

• (jockey) Ramon Dominguez 
• AQU, BEL, SAR (Mar 2009 - Feb 2010) 
• Fit & Ready and/or K=1,2 

 
Ramon D. is the top rider on the NYRA circuit.  He wins at a 25% clip week after week and everybody 
knows it.  Consequently his mounts are heavily bet and his overall ROI = 0.77 (-23%).  Yet Ramon, like 
so many good riders, has definite strengths and weaknesses.  The "Fit and Ready" horses are particularly 
potent with Dominguez aboard, hitting nearly 50% winners and profitable ROI.  Most of his winners are 
with K=1,2 and they win far above his normal 25% level, so many more spot plays can be created from 
that or combined with Fit & Ready.  One extreme negative for him is Bad Class as he won just 3 of 60 
starts in my test, so those can be eliminated immediately.   
 
Forward Thinking 
Will jockey Dominguez or most handicappers that follow him be aware of this?  Of course not, the "Fit 
and Ready" and "Bad Class" are formulae unknown to the public.  Here we are combining a consistent 
human element with a proven factor from HTR.  That is a combination that leads to high confidence with 
forward results.  Remember also that the extensive stats shown in most publications for trainers, are not 
listed for jockeys.  The public rarely breaks down the riders into the categories we have in the Robot2, nor 
do they recognize any negatives unless they keep their own stats.   
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E-Book Preview 
2010 Seminar E-Book  –  Beyond Speed Figures 

 

Our annual seminar will be held on Wednesday July 28, 2010 at the Gold Coast hotel in Las Vegas.  As 
usual, the seminar attendees will get an immediate PDF copy of the 2010 seminar e-book with their paid 
donation of $40 at the event.  Anyone not attending the seminar can donate the same $40 to Rick for a 
copy of it when he returns from Vegas a week later.  Check our bulletin board for more seminar 
information. 
 
The e-book title this year is "Beyond Speed Figures --- The Unacceptable Failure Rate and How to 
Overcome it".  The golden era for pace and speed ratings was from 1975 - 1995.  There were limited 
grass races and no artificial surfaces during that period.  A hefty portion of daily races were carded for 
competitive older claimers and allowance runners at distances between 6.0f -8.5f on dirt.  Now we see the 
diversity of race conditions to an extreme.  Maiden claimers are running grass sprints, slot-purse-inflated 
overnight claimers are often carded for chronic losers, and quality allowance fields on dirt are nearly 
extinct.  Five major circuits now have artificial surfaces of mixed variety.  All of this creates a difficult 
hodge-podge for making variants and comparing performance accurately.   
 
The "failure" that I refer to in this e-book is not the ratings themselves or the people making them.  The 
complexity of today's racing conditions has forced figure makers to work harder than ever to produce 
quality numbers.  They do a great job and are highly accurate.  HDW's Jim Cramer is one of the best in 
the business and we are grateful for his diligence in producing our ratings and variants.  Unfortunately the 
win rates for systematic approaches using top rated speed figures are still about 27% and there has been 
steady and frustrating decline in ROI over time.   
 
As I watched the Winter Olympics on television, I was reminded that we live in a technologically 
advanced era for extremely accurate timing and photography.  Some of those close races were decided by 
thousandths of a second, touched off by a laser eye when the skate or ski flew by the beam.  Photo 
finishes were clear down to the last millimeter in high-definition.  No mistakes, 100% accuracy.  Even the 
NFL and NCAA football are using instant replay with great success and officiating is almost errorless 
now. 
 
Yet in horse racing, things have not changed much since the 1970s.  The setup and timing of races is 
arbitrary and casually applied.  We covered one aspect of this in a newsletter last year with the "Run Up" 
distances - ambiguous start/finish positions.  The antiquated 1/5 sec. is still used in many thoroughbred 
publications and even by most track announcers:  "they went to the half in 46 and 2/5ths".  Beaten lengths 
and chart callers would be unnecessary if all of the horses were individually timed and measured 
throughout the race in hundreds of a second.  Unfortunately, tradition trumps modernization in this sport. 
 
But I'm not going to spend more than a page of the e-book boring you with a long discussion of the past 
and present problems related to thoroughbred timing and the inaccuracy of the ratings related to it.  The 
modernization of horse racing is going to be glacial and we must deal with it and look for ways to 
overcome.  So here is some of the discussion in the book that can be applied to HTR to increase your 
bottom line = 
 

• Performance figures that don't use time?  TimeForm is a good example.  Can we make our own?  
I'm creating a performance rating that does not need final time or fractions or variants.  It would 
also be available immediately when the chart is produced and static (never changes) from that 
point on.  This is an ambitious undertaking that I will present at the seminar.  But will it work? 

 
• Do negative factors trump the positive?  If so, we should be beating up on our parimutuel 

competition that use speed figure hierarchy for betting decisions.  In other words, are there solid 
reasons to believe "the fastest horses" will fail today?  The negatives could become the basis of 
our most profitable spot plays.   

  
• How can we use the existing ratings to our advantage with a filtering method such as the XFIG 

found in HTR2.  Filters are the key to successful speed figure analysis with tight fields.   
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Late Announcements and Reminders 

 
HTR Annual Seminar Confirmed 
 

We are confirmed in late July for our annual seminar in Las Vegas.  The date is Wednesday 
July 28, 2010 at 10am at the Gold Coast Hotel.  The $40 donation is a bargain for the amount of 
material and information you'll be receiving, not to mention a chance to see old friends and meet 
some new ones who all share your interest in high-tech handicapping.  The Gold Coast Summer 
Classic tournament will be held the following day, and runs Thursday thru Saturday.  There is no 
need to RSVP for the seminar, just come as you are.   
 
We'll be posting much more information about topics, speakers and itinerary in upcoming 
newsletters and on our discussion board forums.  Emphasis is always on learning about the 
latest HTR software upgrades, researching with Robot2 (and database exports with Donnie 
after hours if desired), as well as discussing new concepts and solutions for your handicapping.  
Handouts and a new E-Book will be provided.   
 
Sorry we don't tape or record the seminar.  What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas!  But I will 
summarize the new material and software updates for all of our subscribers and you can get the 
E-Book from Rick for a $40 donation after we return.  Upgrades to HTR2 and Robot2 will be 
available prior to the seminar for all of our members. 
 
Software Upgrades 
Upgrade anytime by clicking the Full Install links on our homepage or Subscriber Zone (Robot2 
included in Subscriber Zone installation only) and then clicking RUN or OPEN when prompted 
(Do Not Save).  The rest is automatic. 
 
HTR2     March 12 version has the new KM screen with the added NLog. 
              NLog PDF master list is available in the HTR Library. 
 
Robot2   April 2 version will have additional features t.b.a. 
 
 
 
 
HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 
 www.homebased2.com/km 
 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 
Zone around the 10th of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-
line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
archive library. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 
HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 
Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 
 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net�
http://www.htr2.com/�
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